
Spray Mop
SPRAY-250

USE & CARE MANUAL



Carefully read all instructions before operating the spray mop for the first time.
This appliance is not intended for use by children or persons with physical,
mental or sensory capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge without
the supervision or instruction concerning the use of the appliance by a person
responsible for their safety. 
Use spray mop on floor surfaces only. Do not spray cleaning solution on
people or pets.
Ensure the spray mop is properly assembled before use.
Only use attachments or accessories provided and specified in this instruction
manual. 
Never use the spray mop without the mop pad.
Store the spray mop indoors in a cool, dry place. 
Do not fill the water tank with hot water. Distilled or filtered water is strongly
recommended. 

IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS & INSTRUCTIONS

At True & Tidy, safe performance is our top priority with any consumer product,
so that you can use and trust our products confidently. Please use and operate

product with due care and attention placed on the following operating
instructions and precautions.

PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Microfiber mop pad

Lower Pole

Upper Pole 
with Spray Trigger

Bottle with 
screw cap

Mop Head



3.   Remove bottle and fill with your favorite
cleaner, disinfectant or water. Always include
at least 30% water in your cleaning solution

 Attach upper pole to lower pole
and twist together until the white

push button locks in place

1.

ASSEMBLY & USE  INSTRUCTIONS

2.  Attach lower pole to mop head by
aligning the clasp and inserting until

pole locks in place  

4.  Securely screw cap to bottle
and firmly insert in to spray mop 

TIP: Try adding
essential oil 

for a natural clean
scent

6. Pull spray trigger to evenly
spray your cleaning solution

5. Attach microfiber mop pad to bottom
of spray mop by aligning the velcro pads

TIP: Purchase extra mop pads at www.trueandtidy.com



CARE & CLEANING

To clean the outside of the spray mop, gently wipe down with a damp cloth
To prolong the life of your spray mop, always use at least 30% water in your
cleaning solution
Distilled or  filtered water is recommended
Do not store the spray mop outdoors or in harsh conditions, store indoors in
cool, dry place
Microfiber mop pad is washable and reusable
If buildup occurs and spraying is limited, add a  descaling solution of 1/2 water
and 1/2 distilled vinegar to the water bottle and let solution flow through the
spray mop 
Descaling solution can also be used to clean the spray hole and exterior of the
spray mop

For  cleaning tips, FAQ, customer
service and replacement parts

www.trueandtidy.com

1-888-293-3492

True & Tidy products are warranted for 1 year from the date of purchase if the
appliance is defective in materials or workmanship. True & Tidy will repair or

replace (at our option) your unit during this period. Any replacement product will
carry the remaining warranty of the original product. True & Tidy is not liable for
any incidental, misuse, negligence or failure to follow True & Tidy’s Use & Care
manual. To obtain a repair or replacement under the terms of this warranty,

contact customer service for return authorization and instructions.
If you have any questions regarding this warranty, you may contact us through our
website: www.trueandtidy.com.  Customers located outside of the continental US

will be responsible for all international shipping charges for your return or
replacement. 

CARE & CLEANING

ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

CONNECT WITH US


